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Abstract - The advantage of cloud computing has expand quickly in several organization. Cloud computing gives many 

profit in relating to low cost and availability. Providing the security of cloud computing is the main element in cloud 

computing environment. If we are storing some data on cloud we pay rent for them. The Cloud service provider issues 

paid loading area on its framework to save clients data. Therefore it is important for customer to have powerful assurance 

that really getting receiving service as they paid for them. In this paper we are introducing ensuring outsourcing of 

multiple copies of data over cloud. It provides a confirmation to the client that the cloud service provider is not defrauder 

by saving limited copies. It support dynamic operations like as block modification, insertion, deletion, and append. It also 

provides the security to our system. 

 

Index Terms – Cloud service provider, outsourcing, data integrity 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I.INTRODUCION 

Cloud computing is described as a kind of computing that depend on dividing the computing resources instead of having localized 

servers or individual equipment to manage the approach. These cloud service provider assit the user to deliver their data to cloud. 

Cloud computing is defined as reserving and approaching data across the internet. Today, numerous individuals and institution 

transfer their data to cloud service providers. Such transferring of data storage allow client to save extra data on the cloud service 

provider than on personal computer. Systematic provable approach is of meaningful value for cloud client to recognize data 

integrity over the cloud service provider. Provable data possession (PDP) is a procedure for protecting the integrity of data in 

storage outsourcing. In provable data possession model the data owner produce some intelligence for a data file to be used 

ensuring for support basis across a protocol with the cloud server. This means that the remotely stored data can be not only 

retrieve by the authorized users, also modify and spread by the data owner. The owner gives the file to reserve on a remote server 

which might be distrustful and remove the local copy of file. While provable data possession strategies have been introduce for 

multiple copies of static data. To principle of our understanding, this task is initially provable data possession to handle with 

multiple copies of dynamic data. Furthermore several authorized user can approach the remotely saved data from different 

geographical position creating it more appropriate for them. 

 

II.BACKGROUND OF PROBLEM  

Cloud storage has different benefit across the conventional data allocation. Suppose if you save your data on a cloud storage 

system you will be capable to obtain to that data taken away any position that has Internet connection. These cloud service 

providers are important for maintaining the data obtainable and convenience. It is critical need of client to have a powerful 

assurance that the cloud server exhibit their data and it is not vary or partly deleted over time. When checking multiple data copies 

the total system integrity observe fail if at that place there is extra spoil copies. To reference this problem and identify which 

copies have been spoiled we analyze a slight change to be useful to proposed system. Our contribution can be as follows. In this 

we are introducing multiple copies of dynamic data over the cloud. In this it ensure that cloud service provider reserve all the 

copies that are recognize on that commitment. It also support block level operation. We show the correctness of our system. We 

show problematic evaluation to explain the work of proposed system. 

 

III.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The system consists of three main components. Data owners that can be a framework basically exhibit sensible data to be stored 

in the cloud. An organization that offers services to customers from a remote facility connected via the Internet. Cloud service 

provider that provide client storage and services facility along with public or private cloud. That is the storage and software is 

usable for approach by the internet. A cloud service provider which control the cloud servers (CSs) and distribute paying storing 

area on its framework to reserve the owner’s data.  Authorized users these are a format of the owners clients which have the legal 

to approach the remote data. As a result data owner require to be convinced that data are properly saved in the cloud. In this we 

are introducing ensuring transferring of multiple copies of data over cloud. It give the assurance that cloud service provider 

contain that all copies that are grant upon service bond. It provides the dynamic activities like as block modification, insertion, 

deletion, and append. We examine security of our system across the cloud server. The usage of clouds storage is performed by 

uploading file, multiple copies, view and delete. The file is uploaded to cloud storage for the multiple operations on the files. The 

file is copied to multiple cloud location for easier, effective and efficiency access or the operation on the files. The list of the file 
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can be viewed. In this we are using map version table that consist of serial number, block version, and block number. Exact 

copies permit the 

Cloud service provider to directly for owner by saving single copy and assume that it saves multiple copies. Applying a easy 

organized method, the proposed strategy create definite copies use the expansion feature of some protected encryption system. 

Furthermore, the identifier should be alive of the block basis to assurance that the cloud service provider has count the new blocks 

at that location. 

 

 
Fig. Cloud computing data storage model 

 

III. SCOPE 

The cloud storage model benefit in this system can be supported by several realistic implementations. For instance e- health 

application can be intended by this system where e-health structure can deal with data owner and specialist as the legal user which 

have licence to approach the patient’s data. Many other mathematical, experimental, economical functionality can be viewed. 

 

IV.DISADVANTAGES 

When the data has been transfer to cloud service provider which may not be certainty data owner miss the direct control over their 

data. This absence of control causes the appalling and claiming burden to the data secret and principle assurance over the cloud. 

Customer can pay rent for cloud service provider framework to save and recover about unconditional extent of data. When 

checking multiple data copies the total structure integrity fail. 

 

V.ADVANTAGES 

Whereas provable data possession have been given for many copies of constant data, to the perfect of our ability this job is the 

first conformable data possession design directly attend with many copies of dynamic data. Proof for the utilization of spaces 

allocated. Utilization is very effective and accomplished. It assures the safety across colluding server. 

 

VI.CONCLUSION 

In this we are introducing the new provable data possession, which guides the transfer of multiple copies of dynamic data, where 

the data owner is able of not only extracts and admittance the data copy savings by the cloud service provider, but also restoring 

and scaling these copies on the remote server. To the perfect of our ability, the proposed system is the first to direct the multiple 

copies of dynamic data. The communication between the authorized user and cloud service provider is taking into account, where 

the authorized user can approach a data copy accept from the cloud service provider private key measure with the data owner. In 

addition, it gives public confirmable, provide random number of analysis, and allow possession free support where the 

authenticate has the potential to support the data integrity although he no more possesses nor restore the file block from the 

server. In this we have examined the issue of producing the multiple copies of dynamic data and modify those copies supply on 

the cloud server.   
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